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. ABSTRACT
The iuthor.proposeia greater professiona%

,association role in establishing standards for quality assurance in
Itestidg: He piesenis his views as a test developer who dislikes the
legal model for resolving professional issues. The use of
publications 'and informational. activities to make people aware of the
professional standards and how they can be applied. is suggested.
Professional associations should bicome actively. .involved in training
.and promoting cobtinuing education' to -familiarize professionals with
the It standards and,their applitation. Compliance with standards
must monitored through sielf-policing, tribunals,
consultation-arbitration, complaini.inventory/reporting, or
facilitators. The National CAuncil on Measurement in Eddcation,
American Educational Research Association, and the American
Psychological.Associat4on could expand their roles in quality
.assurance in test.development and use with these, suggested methods.
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Perspective of Presentation

Active test and test program developer

Student of criticism of tests and test use

Prefer to look for mutually agreeable. solutions
.0

Dislike.intensely legal model for resolving professional issue 7/

Prdponent of greater proflassional association .role in quality

assurancein testing

A

[Editorial'note: The material placed in boxes, in this typed. Version was

included ii a handout used at.tWe NCME-meeting.]
0 ,

09.

A
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"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

J. J. 1Z0,- Otsr

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

Not6 from presentation at the annual meeting of the Nitional council on
Measurement in Education, Chi&ago,Illinois, April 1985 .

.Part of invited symposium - Quality Assurince in Test Developmentiand
Use. theother papers presented were as follows:

-

Role of,the Joint Technical Stantards in promoting high quality test
development and use. -.Professor Robert L. Linn, University of
Illinois, at UrbanaChampaign.

Development and operation of a voluntary audit program. - Jerome R.
Murphy, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.
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Active teat and teat program developer * I began vorlevas a test -4

developer almost 25 years ago when I served as an item writer for the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests while I was a graduate student as

"-Columbia University,_,Teachers College, After graduate school I

worked for 18 years in'test and test program development at

Educational Testing Service. .Since 1983 I have had the good fortbne

tp he Vice PreSidgnt'and qirector.ofthe. Measurement Division at The

Psychaogipal Corporation.

4

'Student of criticisms of tests end test use - I joined ET$ in 1965

just after an intense. period of public criticism of testing. One of
f

the major books from' that' period Tyranny of Testing by Banesh.

Hoffman. The title alone conveys some of the emotional flavor of the

attacks. I read all they critical articles and books I could find rand
% ms

began asollectionfthat now numbers several hundred pieces of su

literature.

Prefer to look for mutually agreeable solutions - my own style of

dealing with critics of my work is to seek mutually agreeable .

solutions, what my boss, Thomas A. Williamson, President of Psych.

Corp, likeb to refer to as "Win-Win" outcomes. This, means looking--

for what each side wants, building understanding and respect for each

other, and starting with areas of agreement and helping. these areas

grow larger. I like a counselli4g or, negotiating approach as opposed

to a confrontational' one.

I
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' intensely'le a mtiel for resolving professiondl issues T.

have aomery negatile view or the legalmodel,for soiling problems.

0.

It is'an adversarial model that focuses on differences. The goal ip
,

o win for .your side and the selective presentation, of .evidence is a

ritical part" of winning. During my tithe at ETS. I received quite
4

bit of coaching on. how to avoid bei.-4 tricked by other lawyers. One

'defense is to give as little informatimpas possible.*

Proponent of greater professional assfciatioff roig.in quality

6

assurance in testing - my presentation reviews the kinds of

activities 'professional associations can and do engage in to promote

quality test development and Use; I urge.a greater role for NCME as

well as APA and AER4 both because I think it is our responsibility

and because I think we can do the job much better with our academic

and research models than the lawyers will do with their adversarial

models.

V

Setting Professional Standards for-Test Development and 'Use

Estatdishing bgsic standards

Using development proceds to explore,Ony issues

Finding areas of professional agreement

Obtaining broad endorsement of standards

Public*ing etandards in an understandable form 4

Keeping standards
.

cuzrent .

. .

Providing interpretation when needed

1

06,
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Estcblishing basic standards One of the contributions professional
der,

associations can a nd do make to quality testing Ls that of 19.tting
.

standards. This is a. time of celebration for us in testing because

we have a new and very finely. crafted set of standa14s for both test

development and use.
"r
.

Using develdpment ,process to, explore many issues - The standards were

adopteCafter d'long process of drafting, deliberation, and review

that requirect top measurement professionals to address many impoytant,

114

issues of testing policy and,practice. The many groups involved and,

'ven the cont6versies over areas of the standards have made it
,

.. .

likely thht a large group of measprement professionals will give c
1

.

careful and continuing attention to the standdrds when they plan and

carry out testing projects.

Finding areas of professional,. agreement - The process of developing

444

standards has also helped clarify areas of agreement and disagi.eement

within different parts of bhe'ideasurement profession. It doesn't.
4

make sense(to set as'a generAl standard something that a large subset

of the field vies as irrelevant, questionable, or even absolutely

wrong; This same process'of having to reach agieement on sta'nd'ards

or guidelines occurred within Educational Testing Service when very,

different testing programs'wete reviewed against acommon set of

criteria.. As Jerry Murphy's paper pointed put ETS.ran pilot studies

1
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applying their guidelines before they became. operational, then
` J. .

applied the etatdards internally for.two to three yearsbef6te

inviting a visiting committee to performAn external aUdit. This
.

practice of "preetOting". the standards worked very well and is. worth

imitating. The reviewprocess \for the joint standards played this

same pretesting ro

Obtaining broad endAsement of stOdards The practice of obtaining4

broad endorsement of our profeasionll,standards substantially

increases their value as .action documents: The Psychological
4r4

Corporation an0 the other commercia2 test:publishing Comppies tiave

endorsed the standards as have ETS and ACT and a number of other

N. ,agencies. At The Psychological Corporation, part of the explicit

responsibility of each measurement professional is to know and be

guided by the Specific standards that bear airectiy on their work and'

to have a general familiaritywith the entire document.

Publicizing standards in an"undereiandable, form - One of the mftjor

tasks that I see ahead for NCME is that of publicizing the staqdards

for the, large group of non-technically trained' people who play a

.

major role in testing. The standards document is large and cqinplex

enough that It will be quite forbidding to someone not 'trained

testing. We need brief summary statements highlighting the,mast

.important issues that are likely to face test users.' We also need

ways of reaching people in roles such as school system'

sqperintendencies that require them to make important decisions about
t t

. . .

tests. /
.
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Keeping standards current and'AmVaBLATILtuakawhsajrATitq

We also need some way to keep.our standards current. Perhaps those "

individuals from the drafting committee who have gfven so much to

4completgthe-job,of developing the standards. need a recovery periad.

However,,we need to establish an ongoing group that can interpret the-

standards, issue supplementary advisory statements, and, in general,

help us conduclk our measurement work in .a manner consistent wit the

standards.

Publications/Informaronal Activities

For professionals within the associations
.41

For others who actually use.eests and"test-based dWta

For other interested parties

For professionals within the associations - One' of the voys of making

sure that our standards.. have as significant an effect as possible is
. , .4

to use a publications program to make people aware of the standards

and how they can be applied. We say in the introduction to the

November 1, 1984 version

1"The purpose of publfthing he.standards is to provide
criteria-for the evaluation ottests, testing practices, 4

and the effects of test use." . o
b. .. -...

444
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But what exactly do we expect different gtoups of people to .do'with

the. standards? I know that'my-test development and statistic el staff

have to follow, development' procedures called for in the standards

We have to produce test manuals andIher related documents so that

the quality of our work can be evaluated. ,

r .

For others who actually use'the test and test-based data and For.

'other interested parties - But what about the many other people who'.

play a.part in testing? What about the people who serie on, test

selection committees for states and schcol distriets? We certainly

cannot explkt the teachers and ,curriculum specialists on these.

committees to read the entire standards. However, there is much

valuable-and easy to understand information in the-following chapters:

3 , Test Development and Revision

5 Test Publications

6 Generhl PrinCiples ofTest Use
v'

0

8 Educational,Testing and Psychological Testing in the
1

schools.

-

Why not have a series of small publications or handouts', with highlights of
I

these chapters, for use in test selection settings?

O.

One of ourvery'active NOME people. Ron Hambieton is involved in a

series of effortA to help with the publications/information effort.

44,

I.
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.
.eIn hi role as'editor-of Journal MeEducational asurement, Ron

has commissioned a series of seven brief overviews of how the

standards could be used hnd barriers to using them. The

overviews will be protrided by:
,

. ,

State department of education staff
,

School district staff

47
Test publishers,

APA Division #5 Public Affairs Committee Under R n's

chairmanship this group has considered several possible

activities including the,development of

Brief'guide to usingstandards

Series of workshops

.

Training !Activities

Initial professional training

Continuing education for people An field

Training for those not in field who play major roles,

,administrators and legislators

National anc) local meetings

e.g., school

1

4

M48 44
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, Initial professional, training - The idea of a series of workshops

takes ins. to another topic ...that of training. One goal. we should

set .for our professional assopiations is that of getting useful

material about the standards into the hands of those who train

k 4

the people we hope to be influencing. This is not so much an

issue for those coming out of ptofessionhl measurement programs

there are so few such.people, each of ustin this room could

simply go tell one person and the job would be done. The real

job is. 'that of reaching, the people, in other professional areas.

Continuing' education for .People in field - Our professional.

associations do a good jot helping us, keep up with new 1,

developments. The journal publication progradi and the use of

presessions at annual meetings oreltwO effecti3e ways of
. .

communicating new knowledge and ideas to practicing measurement

professionals. Both these mechanisms can be employed to,increase

familiarity` with the substance of the Standqrds and to provide

"1

help in the, application of the 'standards in different contexts:

It might be useful, for example, to have,articlessand workshops

dealing with the 'use of standards 'In personnel selection,
)

. 41,

classiffcation testing in,special eduction, high school

graduatipnigrade.promotion testing, teacher certification

testing, and similar critical and highly visible_areas of.test
. -

use.

A
1 10

I

I

,
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Training for those not inJtglwho play'maJor roles, e.g.;

school administrators and legislators - In order for the

standards to substantially improve testing practice we are going

to have to reach the large group school administrators,

personnel directors, legisfator6, teachers, curriculum

specialists, school psychologistsl'and others involved in

testing. In some casefs we will be able` to work through the state
40

departm'ents ofqeducation, school districts,, and state

ppfeshional associations. The profpssional associatiis

concerned, with measurement must review what is possible and

??, O

desirable a4d then what we can afford.\ Perhaps.a self-sustaining

effort could be developed if we can really meet a need; A.

workshop entitled "How to build a legally defensible testing

program" or "20 Steps to staying out of court" would tvery likely "

be well attended.

National andlocal meetings - Each `scheduled national, state, or

local professional meeting over the next two to three years

should be considered as in opportunity to build. working knowledge

4

ot the standards and how to apply them to practice. We need not

fear redundancy, only the failure to reach the people with
, A 4.

practical, constructive advice and.enouragement. .Only such an'.
,

orchestrated effort will be sufficient tp.realize the potential.,

of the standards to.upgr1ade practice.
% .
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Monitoring dompliance With Standards

Self- Policing - Judging OrofeasiOnala within field, cdnsure or
expulbion as ultimate weapon

TribunalRole - Use of hearOgs on specifiC instances or general
issuer.

., '

*. Consultation/Arbitration - Professional association as source of
neutral. blitInowledgeable thivd parties. . .

..

Complaint Inventory /Reporting - ProfebsiOnal association as
-!%,

.. official collecting point fpr concerns -; Periodid reports on, the
nature of concerns.

. ( . AN ,'
.

-,

r4!

4.i

Facilitator - Professidnal

groups, e.g., possible new
representation.

My Table" yodel - Not
encouraging-compliance

associations 'as neutral organizer of

consortium including test publi9hera

I
. ti

accepting any responsibility. for.

The area of professional association monitoring of compliance with the

standards ,seems to make very nervous the people 'I have 'talked to who are

active in AERA and NCME. I hear concerns about expense,time, legal
4

involvements, divisiveness with the field, and

,leaVing co4liahce to independent individuals

profession really "dodges a responsibility.

set of professional roles that all seem to me

the like.' .1 feel, though, that

and agencies and to the legal

want to talk, therefore, about a

to Offer some benefits.

Self-policing - first, self - policing of association members, this is

APA Has done. To do this you need a code of ethics of

a method of hearAngriticism and charges.. 'AERA and

something that

some'kihd and

MCME are quite different organizations than, APA yet AERA'and NCR..

Members also make teat-related decisions that hove significant

impacts on the lives of people. IThe self policing model,,partlir

based on the standards should be considered for both AERA and.NCS

t

41Jmedbers.

'12
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Tribunal Rule Establishment of special:group to hold hearings on

special tectitcal problems'assbciated with'such citict:1 arenas ,of

testing as the following:

.

'14

reacher Towing .,

pay for high test. performance

r -A"
- standards for. in service teachee'testing

'Selecting excellent schdols
I 1

1

Choosing students for gifted and talented programs

Building national indicators

Evaluating domputer-based test products.(There is an

t

APA /AERA /NCM semi-formal collaborptton on this issue now
..;.

#

-4)
%Consultation-Arbitration - Provide core of experts as sources of

A
knowledge/experience. Could range from informal referrals based on

self-nominations or ieputation this already occurs now, to the

development bf.a formal group that met certain standards and agreed

to followparticulaiggutdelines. Perhaps some

audit system cbuld be managed by NCME and AERA.
.

.
, t ,

.

on technical issues who. had ndt yet gottento the stage of wanting to

variation of the ETS

People with disputes

stk each otheecould submit "cases" for review and judgment. This
. -

would amount to a "voluntary audit." The result would be a
441

profEssional review and an opinion by people very familiar with the,

standards and the technical issues involved but without a personal
.

Astakein the dispute.

1

,

If such a modelwere followed I would urge that both partiep be

required not to use the resultd of the audit in any future a1 mos.

.
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Complaint InVeftory/Raporting - I have heard ApA Staff talk abopt

occasionally receiving complaints about the use of psychological

tests. 1 assume Vat'there are complaints voiced to'the NCME and

AERA leadership group also. Perhus we should.set up.a formal

mechanism for encouraging people with concerns about testing to

reoord their discontent, The problems could then be'referred to the

agencies sho might help and records could be maintained about the

complaints. Annual reporting could be done at our professional

meetings on the topics4ssues most, frequently raised. Follow-up

checks, could be. made to see if the concerned party was satisf)d with

his or her treatment.

r

Facilitator - Our professional organizations can also help improve,
A'

the quality of tests and test uses by bringing other instit ions

together to pool ideas and talent., 'The APAtis trying this.now with

,.the test publishers group that Bob Linn mentioned. One aspect of-

this effort is an attempt to develop 'a testing industry code of Fair

Testing -- an idea of Gregory Anrig, current President of ETS.

Another project is that ofdeveloping.a set of qualifications for

test purchasers.

44.

The professional association role'is very important in working
%

314

with test publishers as those of us who work for publishers want

to' be sure that wd observe 141.17the laws about relationships ,among

*competing organizations.

14
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Our professional assdciations concerned with testing also can

'help by bringing other agencies and associations into activities

where we could work together:.

Teachers, Groups,

e.g. NFA & AFT

School Administratqfts

AASA

NASSP

NAESP

0
F. CLOSING

'School Psychologit;ts

Special Educators

Personnel Directors

ti

,
I have sketched out a number of ways thatI think that the'NCME, AERA,

kand APA could expand their roles ih quality assurance in t ft) development

and use. Some 'of my suggestions build on existing !ictivitiiks and expand

them'a bit. ,Others require a larger professional association commitment

of people, time, and money. ± believe that now is, the time to make the

commitment and to figure out how to get the money that'is needed. We are

experiencing a dramatic increase intest use and an expansion 4 the

40140

group whose lives are being affected by testing. We must protect our

,reputations and our professional futures by maintaining.and,enhancing

quality.

A
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Lets not follow my last model - thil"Not My Table" one. The label comes

from my colleague at The Psychological Corporation, Barrie Wellenp who

uses it to describe, complete denial 'of responsibility. In some 'NY

restaurhnts,,the waiters are no Alit4A to their own section that

you(ask them the time of day - they say

"That's not my table"

.

even if.

Quality in testing on the other hand, is the responsibility of all of us.
.

JF:dd
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